OFFICE OF STATE AID ROAD CONSTRUCTION
MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NOTICE TO BIDDERS NO. 8
DATE:

November 8, 2011

SUBJECT:

Errata and M odifications to the 2004 Edition of the Standard Specifications for State Aid Road
and Bridge Construction

Page

Subsection

Change

1-21

S-103.02

In the third line of the last paragraph, change "contracts in the same" to "contracts, financed
wholly with State funds, in the same".

1-42

S-105.17

In line (b) of the third paragraph, add "claim." at the end of the sentence.

1-47

S-106.04

In the next to last paragraph, change "TMD-22-0100-000" to "TMD-22-01-00-000" and
change "TMD-21-0100-000" to "TMD-21-01-00-000".

1-84

S-109.06.2

In the eleventh line of the second paragraph, change "of material invoices" to "of paid
material invoices".

1-85

S-109.08

Replace 4 th paragraph in it’s entirety with “The established base prices for bituminous
products and fuels shall be the prices for the month prior to the month of the bid date and
are available on the State Aid W ebsite.”

1-87

S-109.08

On page 1-87, insert the following after item (A6) and before the paragraph
in the middle of the page:
"(A7) Asphalt for Fog Seal Mixture -- One half pay quantity in gallons."

1-87

S-109.08

Delete the last paragraph on the page in toto.

1-88

S-109.08

Under ADJUSTMENTS, change paragraph 5 to read as follows:
No adjustment will be made for items of work accomplished after the expiration of Contract
Time except for cases involving natural or manmade disasters or other reasons not inherent
to the construction industry. The contractor will submit documentation for the adjustment
to the Engineer for approval/disapproval. If approved, the Engineer will prepare a
supplemental agreement explaining the adjustment and submit the proper number of copies
of the agreement to the Board of Supervisors for their consideration and action. If approved
by the Board, all copies will be forwarded to the State Aid Engineer for concurrence. Upon
concurrence, the State Aid Engineer will, if necessary, forward the agreement to any other
involved parties for their action. A copy of the approved agreement will be furnished to all
parties by the State Aid Engineer.

2-7

S-202.07

In the first sentence of the first paragraph, change "S-202" T o "S-202-A". In the first
sentence of the second paragraph, delete "S-202-A".
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3-30

S-308.15

In the third pay item, change "per square yard**" to "per square yard". In the fourth pay
item, change "S-308-B-1" to "S-308-B-2".

4-8

S-401.02.4

At the end of the third sentence, delete the “.” and add “and as a base course.”

4-8

S-401.02.4

In the table at the end of the Subsection, for the 19 mm, change "2 ¼" to "2 ½ " in the
Minimum and change"3" to "3 ½" in the Maximum; for the 12.5 mm, change "2" to "2 ½"
in the Maximum; for the 9.5 mm, change "1 ½" to "2" in the Maximum; and for the 4.75 mm,
change "¾ " to "1 ¼" in the Maximum.

4-23

S-401.03.1.4

In the first paragraph, change "92.0 percent" to "the specified percentage (92.0 or 93.0)".

4-32

S-403.03.3

In the first sentence of the second paragraph, change "acceptance and pavement" to
"acceptance and payment".

4-45

S-409.02.2

Change "PG 64-22" to "PG 67-22".

6-2

S-601.06

In the first sentence, change "S-804.03" to "S-804.03.5".

6-7

S-602.05

Change the subsection reference for Bending from "S-805.05" to "S-805.03.2".

6-9

S-603.02

Change the subsection reference for Joint Mortar from "707.02" to "714.11".

6-15

S-603.09

After second sentence, add “All lift holes shall be filled and/or sealed to the satisfaction of
the Engineer.”

6-78

S-620.06

Change the first sentence of the second paragraph, from "Legend will be measured by the
square foot.", to "Legend will be measured by the linear foot or square foot, as applicable."

6-78

S-620.07

In the sixth pay item, change "S-620-E-1" to "S-620-E-2".

7-17

S-702.12

In TABLE I, under the heading of Test, in the second line change " 140°F,

poises"

to

"275 °F, C S".
7-20

S-703.02.1

In line (1) of the first paragraph, change "set-out" to "set out".

7-25

S-703.04.2

In the fifth paragraph, delete "S-703.04.3 and".

7-52

S-708.02.1.2

In the first sentence change "20 percent" to "25%".

7-104

S-714.13.1

Delete the fourth paragraph.

7-154

S-721.02.3.7

Delete Subsection S-721.02.3.7--Ground Plates in toto.

8-37

S-803.03.2.6

In the first sentence of the second paragraph, change "S-803.03.1.5.1" to "S-803.03.2.5".

8-45

S-803.04.1

Delete the second paragraph and replace with the following:
Test piles which require extensions or building up will not be measured for additional
payment. Splices required for the extensions will not be measured for payment.
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No measurement for payment will be made for cut-off of a test pile.

8-50

S-803

Under COMPENSATION, In the seventh pay item, change "S-803-G: Blank " to "S-803-G:
Concrete Piling Cut-off, Size
- per each "

8-60

S-804.02.11

In the last sentence of the first paragraph, change "automatically" to "automatic".

8-64

S-804.02.13

In the second line of paragraph (c), place a period after psi and delete "provided both the QC
and QA test results are equal to or exceed the minimum compressive strength requirements."

8-66

S-804.02.13.1.3 In the last sentence change, "S-804.02.13.1" to "S-804.02.12".

8-67

S-804.02.13.1.5 Change the equation for % Reduction to:

% Reduction =
8-121

S-806.04

In the first sentence of the third paragraph, change "by the unit (one unit consists of one wing
on each side and end of the abutment cap)" to "per each".

8-121

S-806.08

Change "S-806.08--Basis of Payment." to "S-806.05--Basis of Payment."

8-122

S-806.08

In the first pay item, change "

8-122

S-806.08

On pay item S-806-H, add “or Steel Posts”

0 Interior" to "
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0 Interior".

